Addendum No. 2

DATE: February 13, 2020

TO: ALL PLANHOLDERS OF THE MADRONE CHANNEL TRAIL IMPROVEMENTS PHASE I PROJECT

FROM: YAT CHO - PROJECT ENGINEER

RE: CLARIFICATION

Page(s) 1.

1. Replace Section 2.08 with the attached 2.08A under Part D - Technical Provisions:

   2.08A 1” PRESSURE-TREATED HEADER INSTALLATION

   a. Description: Install 1”x4” Pressure-Treated header as shown on the Plans. Use a coarse saw carbide tip blade. Allow for expansion at all joints. Lap boards by 2 inch and leave 1/2 inch – 3/4 inch gap for 1x 4s. Use coarse files only to smooth cut ends. Install with ring shank nails only or coarse deck screws, all hot dipped galvanized.

      All radii shall be smooth and constant with properly aligned tangent points, and properly laminated or overlapping header board segments.

   b. Measurement and Payment: Striping shall be paid for at a Lump Sum price in Bid Schedule II, Bid Item #1 and no additional or separate payment shall be made, therefore.

ADDENDUM ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Bidder acknowledges receipt of this addendum, which shall be attached to the proposal.

______________________________  ____________________
Contractor’s Representative        Date

THIS DOCUMENT SHALL BECOME A PART OF THE PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS
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